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General
The Mount Parker area is a collection of buttresses and crags situated on the north and east
facing slopes of Mount Parker. although these buttresses had been spied by many over the
years, it was not until Bob Moseley and Renée Mullen made the effort to undertake more
detailed exploration in 2018 that any real development got underway. At present, Mount
Parker includes five distinct climbing areas, namely:
Mount Parker Crags: Two prominent buttresses situated beneath the Air Traffic Control
radio stations on the summit of Mount Parker. The approach may be (very) long, but trust
me, the climbing is worth it with face, corner and arete routes ranging from long and easy
to desperately thin and hard.
General Rock: Two crags (General Friction Slab and North Flakes Tower) approximately
half way up the east slopes of Mount Parker offering a variety of mid-grade routes on both
slabs and walls.
Garden Buttress: A compact and more easily accessible crag (30 minute approach hike)
offering short, technical routes that are great for a quick afternoon work out.
Morning Buttress: The small buttress overlooking the Morning Walkers Garden Path appears to offer good potential but, other than a fine looking roof crack/chimney may not
yield as much as first appearances suggest.
Sir Cecil’s Stump: A small buttress with potential for a handful of short routes .
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Mount Parker Crags

General
The showcase of the Mt Parker area is undoubtedly the two large buttresses located
beneath the Air Traffic Control / Observatory domes on the summit of the hillside.
The crags offer a fine array of soaring aretes,
blank walls as well as cracks and corners for
the climber to explore.
Although the access hike is one of the longest in Hong Kong, the quality of the climbing, relative solitude and panaramic vistas
more than make up for the effort required.

Bob Moseley on the first
ascent of Iron Cross (F6c)
Photo: Stuart Millis
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The not so Soft n Fluffy (F7b) Joost Swetter
on the first ascent of that route
Photo: Renee Mullen
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Access

To paraphrase the Beatles, the most straightforward approach is to follow the long and
winding road of Mount Parker Road from its start in Quarry Bay all the way to the Radio
Domes on the summit of Mount Parker itself. When reaching the split in the road just
beneath the summit domes, follow the righthand branch to the end of the small man-made
slope with a stone facing, where a small dirt trail leads you on to the slope crest and then
diagonally down and leftwards on to hillside. When reaching some small buttresses on the
left, keep an eye open for a narrow corridor between these and some large boulders, which
leads to the base of the upper buttress. Access to the lower buttress is gained by following
the path further down and around the hillside on from this corridor.

Climbing at Mount Parker requires a 5 km
trek up Mount Parker Road with a gain of
almost 500 m in elevation. A longer approach than (nearly?) any other sport crag in
Hong Kong. That said, Mount Parker Road
is a paved, well-graded trail that delivers
you efficiently to the summit. So, while you
should be tuned up physically if you want
to enjoy climbing up here, it’s not as killer as
the distance-elevation numbers suggest.
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Mount Parker - Upper Buttress
(1) Happy Boulevard II ** F4

Much easier version of an eponymous line put up by
the same duo in Yunnan nearly 20 years ago. After
a somewhat crimpy start, head straight up center of
low-angle face on far left.
F.A. Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2019)

(2) Mount Parker Arête *** F5

Destined to become an absolute classic.
Starts on right side of the arete and climb up the large
block to reach the break and good holds leading out to
the arete proper. Follow this, predominantly on its left
slabby side, with sheer delight all the way to the ledge
at the top of the buttress.
F.A. Bob Moseley, Renée Mullen (2019)

(3) Iron Cross *** F6c

Starts as for Mount Parker Arete but instead of moving left to the arete, continue direct up the groove
to the right of the arete to reach a small roof (much
harder for the short). Launch through this to get estabklished on the wall above, from where a long reach
gains the flake line. Continue directly up from this to
reach the lower off two-thirds of the way up the arete.
F.A. Bob Moseley, Renée Mullen (2019)

(4) Closed Project

The indirect start to The Procrastinator provides a
technical and challenging line up the blank groove
and arete, with an equally challenging roof too.
F.A. TBC

Stuart Millis on the first ascent of The Procrastinator
(F6c), so called because it took him >10-years to actually get up to the crag after first spotting it...
Photo: Bob Moseley

(5) The Procrastinator *** F6c

(7) Hard n Crunchy * F6b+

Start at the groove in the centre of the face and bridge
up this until it is possible to swing out left. From here,
powerful moves lead up the flake system and on to the
headwall above. Follow the flakes until it is possible
to launch on to the featured wall above, which is followed to a lower off near the top of the arete.
F.A. Stuart Millis, Joost Swetter (2019)

(6) Soft n Fluffy *** F7b

The right side of the wall provides a sustained and
technical outing up the impressive face.
Start up the groove and rib on the right side of the
wall. From the top of these make difficult and insecure
moves to gain the small ledges above. Take a deep
breath before committing to the technical wall above
via a series of small pockets, crimps and pebbbles.
F.A. Joost Swetter, Stuart Millis (2019)

The obvious corner system on the right side of the
main buttress leads to a thin rising leftwards traverse
beneath the headwall.
F.A. Annemiek van Bemmel, Joost Swetter (2019)

(8) Palm Beach ** F4

Start on the slab left of the wide chimney. Avoid
the prickly palm growing on the ledge mid-way up
bbefore finishing up the broken rib to reach anchors
on the right edge of the headwall.
F.A. Bob Moseley, Renée Mullen (2019)

(9) Spangle F4

Climb the detatched tower on the right side of the
crag. The ledge at the top of this provides a great
photo spot for the routes on the main wall.
F.A. Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2019)
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Renée Mullen is Stemming Out Loud (F6a)
Photo: Stuart Millis
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Mount Parker - Lower Buttress

(1) Pebble Arete F4

The leftmost arete of the crag, moving left at the top.
F.A. Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2018)

(2) Tuff Stuff F6a

Start right of crack, cross over half way up and continue to anchor
F.A. Bob Moseley, Renée Mullen (2018)

(3) Flower Power F5

A short, steep climb in center of face
F.A. Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2018)

(4) Goosebumps F4

A balancy move to the first bbolt is followed by steep
and juggy moves up the lower face. A long easy ramp
then leads up to the summit of the upper crag.
F.A. Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2018)

(5) Merlin’s Game F5

The right edge of the wall, starting in the chimney
before stepping left onto the wall proper. the presence
of Merlin the dog provided the wizardry for the route
development and first ascent.
F.A. Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2019)

(6) Stemming Out Loud ** F6a

Stem up the chimney until its is no longer feasible,
then move onto the wall to the right to finish.
F.A. Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2019)

(7) Triple Treat ** F6a+

Begin at the bottom of the chimney. Layback the
crack to reach the ramp above, which is followed by
finishing moves up the crimpy headwall.
F.A. Bob Moseley, Renée Mullen (2019)
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Bob Moseley taking One Giant Step (F6c)
Photo: Stuart Millis
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(8) Tough Tuff ** F6b+

Start on detached blocks on the left of the prominent
overhang and gain the face above. Muscle up the lower
wall and skirt the left edge of the roof. Head up easier
terrain, around right corner of upper roof to anchors.
F.A. Bob Moseley, Renée Mullen (2019)

(9) One Hike More * F7a

Start at the same block and crack as Tough Tuff.
Climb the crack on its right side to reach the hanging
flakes in the overhung wall. Break out right across
these to reach a good jug, before continuing up the
overhung face and arete above the easier angled slabs.
F.A. Joost Swetter, Annemiek van Bemmel (2019)

(10) One Giant Step ** F6c

Start as for the Y-Climbs but break out left just above
the roof to gain the slightly overhung, but highlyfeatured narrow face and crack/flakes above the roof.
F.A. Bob Moseley, Renée Mullen (2019)

(11) Y-Climb Left? * F5

Climb the obvious crack / chimney, breaking out left
after the third bolt to get established on the wall. Follow this, skirting around the bulge, to reach the top.
F.A. Bob Moseley, Renée Mullen (2019)

(12) Y-Climb Right? ** F5

Climb the obvious crack / chimney, primarily utilising
the arete on the right side of the crack.
F.A. Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2019)

(13) Phoenix *** F7b+/c

The blank wall provides a thin technical test piece.
Start at the obvious jug on the arete/crack. From here
swing left on to the wall and weave a devious line up
this following an assortment of small crimps, flakes
and pockets. The low start downa and to the left is a
closed project and likely to be very very hard...
F.A. Stuart Millis (2019)
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General
Rock

General

A small blocky promontory known as General Rock sticks up on the steep eastern face
of Mount Parker, midway between Sai Wan
Ho and the summit. A few meters to the
south lie two climbing venues with different
personalities. One is a large continuous face,
dubbed General Friction Slab. The other is
the steeper, more complex North Flakes
Tower with varied routes ranging steep friction, lie-back flake systems, and slightly
overhanging pinnacles.

Renee Mullen abseiling in to General Friction Slab
during one of the early exploratory trips to the area.
Photo: Bob Moseley

This is a quiet, isolated place on the eastern end of Hong Kong Island with great views
across Victoria Harbour to the mountains of Kowloon all the way to Sharp Peak on Sai
Kung Peninsula.
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Access
Start at the Sai Wan Ho MTR station. Exit Door A onto Shing On Street. There’s a bus
stop to your right and you’ll see a sign for the #50 green minibus at the far end. #50 busses
make frequent and continuous loops of Sai Wan Ho. You’ll never wait long. After about a
10-minute ride it ends at Yiu Tung Estate Bus Terminus, which is where you want to get off.
You can take #50 back down to MTR station.
From the bus terminus, you’re basically going to make your way straight up slope to General
Rock, first using multiple levels of stairs through a large slope-stabilization project then several well-maintained trails up through the scrub. It takes about 30 minutes. The trail system
in this area is complex, so detailed beta is found at the end of this guide.
Access to the base of both General Friction Slab and The North Flakes Tower is via the
“Exit Gully” on TNF Tower. Continue on the trail behind General Rock, winding through
the scrubby forest for just 10-15 m. Look to your right through the forest to see a bright
opening that is the top of General Friction Slab. Head in this direction for a few meters on
a small track and then straight down the hill through the forest following a track with red
flagging to the top of North Flakes Tower. A rope railing also guides the way. Wind around
through the rocks to the lowest platform. Cut hard left on a small trail to the top of the
Exit Gully and scramble down with the aid of a fixed rope. This deposits you at the base
of Baguette and Jam on the west face of North Flakes Tower and a short distance from the
upper belay platform on General Friction Slab.
Before discovery of the Exit Gully, abseil anchors were placed at the top of General Friction
Slab and The North Flakes. They are now an alternative to scrambling down.
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General Friction Slab
There is a diagonal break in the topography across the middle of the slab, with the lower
half being steep enough for fun climbing. There are three belay “platforms” at the base.
The lower (routes 5-6) and midlevel (routes 3-4) platforms are separated by a large boulder. The upper platform (routes 5-6) is connected to the midlevel by a short trail. And all
of these platforms are connected to the base of The North Flakes Tower by short trails.
Access climbs via the “Exit Gully” on The North Flakes Tower. Alternatively, there is an
abseil anchor at the top of the slab, with two options:
1.

Single-rope abseil (29 m) to the upper belay platform. Access lower routes via trail.
Angle climbers left from the top anchor to line up for this abseil.

2.

Two abseils (23 m and 18 m) down the two pitches of General Friction gets you to
the midlevel platform.

When leaving use Exit Gully on North Flakes Tower, a short distance from the upper
belay platform.
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(1) Moon Flakes ** F5

(4) General Friction ** F5

(2) Small Steps * F6b

(5) Colonel Grit * F4

(3) Get in the Groove * F6b

(6) Float Like a Butterfly F6a

Starts on left side of upper platform on a thin flake,
followed by some thoughtful slab moves at the 4th
bolt, ending on the upper fins. Can continue to top of
slab from these anchors.
F.A. Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2018)
Starts from upper platform, 2 m right of Moon Flakes.
Very delicate footwork needed to surmount smooth
slab mid-route.
F.A. Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2019)
Starts up fat flake on left side of mid-level platform.
Easy ramp mid-route is followed by crux headwall and
route’s namesake (very shallow) groove.
F.A. Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2019)

Starts from right side of midlevel platform. Two pitches. P2 is the exit pitch for most climbs on the slab.
Pitch 1 (F5):
Pitch 2 (F3): Climb the easy slab.
F.A. Bob Moseley, Renée Mullen (2018)
Start at the left side of the lower portion of the slab
and climb a rightwards trending line, passing across a
break at mid-height.
F.A. Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2018)
Being a butterfly would help, at least for the crux
moves off the ground. Then it’s a romp to the anchors.
Starts at lowest point of slab.
F.A. Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2018)
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North Flakes Tower
North Flakes Tower has two distinct climbing faces, The North Flakes and The West Face.
The access trail brings you down to a ledge at the top of North Flakes. From here scramble
down the “Exit Gully” to the upper end of the West Face or use the abseil anchors that
deposit you at the base of Mindful Friction (route 2). The base of North Flakes Tower and
General Friction Slab are close together and connected with short trails, so accessing the
base of either gives you access to all climbs. There is plenty of shade in the dense forest
surrounding the base.

West
Face
Routes

(1) Palms Down ** F6b

Starts at left edge of face. Dominated by the big flake
looming on the upper third of route. But the start is
the most thought-provoking part, especially the friction mantle above the first bolt.
F.A. Bob Moseley, Renée Mullen (2018)

(2) Be Like Water * F6a+

Left of central chimney. A calm mind and steady feet
help conquer this route where thoughtful friction
moves dominate the start and upper slab.
F.A. Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2018)
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(3) Jezebbel * F6a+

Start up the chimney before stepping right onto the
face and up the flake and wall right of the chimney.
F.A. Ron, Roy, Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2019)

(4) Flake News ** F6b

Start at the right corner of the front face of the tower.
Lay back the opening flake, before moving left to
reach a second left facing flake system and eventually
crossing the steep open ground above to the anchors.
F.A. Renée Mullen, Ron Roy, Bob Moseley (2019)

Mount Parker
(5) Flakebook *** F6a

Superb route. Start on initial flake as for Flake News,
clipping bolt line on right. Launch up second, rightfacing flake, transition to the upper, left-facing flake,
with the final segment being short friction face at top.
Crux is transition from middle to upper flake.
F.A. Bob Moseley, Ron Roy, Renée Mullen (2019)

Routes 6 to 8 are located on the upper part
of the West Face of the Tower, facing the
routes on General Friction Slab. (If anyione
gets a good photo of this face, please send
to mail@hongkongclimbing.com so we can
add a topo for this area too)

(6) Baguette and Jam * F6b

Stem up the blocky start, clipping the left-hand bolt
line. Gets progressively harder with the crux at the top
of the slightly overhanging pinnacle.
F.A. Ron, Roy, Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2019)

(7) Grace on Strike F5

Start as for Baguette and Jam, clipping the right-hand
bolt line. Stubborn chimney move above the roof gets
you to the upper face.
F.A. Bob Moseley, Renée Mullen (2019)

(8) Fric and Frac

F5

Line farthest right. Lay back start gives way to series of
small flakes and ledges.
F.A. Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2019)
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Morning Garden
Buttresses

General
A collection of smaller buttresses located on an around the Morning Garden Path and Sir
Cecil’s Ride, above Quarry Bay. These crags offer short routes on relatively easily accessible
crags of compact granite.
Garden Buttress: Garden Buttress provides a short well equiped wall of compact granite
that is great for a few hours work out.
Morning Buttress: The Morning Buttress is the obvious wall located directly above the
Morning Walker’s Garden Path, with a large roof at mid-buttress height and an obious
chimney at its left end.
Sir Cecil’s Stump: A small buttress situated just beneath Sir Cecil’s Ride, obvious on the
skyline when joining this path from Mount Parker Road. The stump provides a couple of
short routes for the connoisseur who’s altready climbed everything else in this area...
Although none of these buttresses is a ‘stand-out’ area in its own right, the close proximity
of the three areas and their relative ease of accessibility make them a good afternoon alternative to some of the busier crags nearby.
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Access
The easiest way to aproach these crags is from the Braemar Hill Road Amenity Plot at the
bottom (eastern) end of Braemar Hill Road, just after the turning for Choi Sai Wu Mansions. From the park, pass through the gate and follow the trail (Po Luen Path) up the hill,
staying right and crossing a stream shortly thereafter instead of following the more prominent set of steps that break left and upwards. After about 10 minutes, this will bring you
to Sir Cecil’s Ride. Turn left and follow this path aroind the hillside until reaching a set of
step breaking right, sign posted to Mount Parker Road. From here ascend the narrow, paved
trail a short distance to the top and the intersection with trail to Morning Walkers’ Garden.
To reach Garden Buttress, turn west and ascend gradually for about 200 m to the Morning
Walkers’ Garden. Pass through the entrance gate and wander to the back of the park, up
two short sets of steps. Descend a short distance to an abandoned catchwater ditch, which
is now a well-travelled trail. Follow the “Garden Path” across the mountainside for about
300 m to base of climbs.
To reach Morning Buttress, stay on the main path a short distance downhill before scrambling off to the right to reach the obvious cliff face. Sir Cecil’s Stump is reached by continuing along the trail until it rejoins Sir Cecil’s Ride. This is followed until just after the intersection with the Wilson Trail (signposted to Siu Ma Shan), where a small dirt trial bbreaks
downhill to the left and to the crag.
The crags can also be reached from Mount Parker Road, using Sir Cecil’s Ride to approach
from the east. This approach however involves significantly more uphill travel so is not recommended unless your legs need a good work out.
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Garden Buttress
Garden Buttress is a small crag in the forest on the quiet north slope of Siu Ma Shan above
Quarry Bay on Hong Kong Island. The crag was developed by Bob Moseley and Renée
Mullen with a climbing-gym sensibility, meaning the routes are short, steep, comfortably
close together along a single continuous wall. The lines are well-protected and with carabiner anchors to eliminate the hassle of threading rap rings on the final lower. Please be
careful of the hose hanging along the bottom of the face. It provides water to the morning
walkers garden.

(1) Lithophilic F5

The farthest left route on the crag, starting off the
embankment.
F.A. Bob Moseley, Renée Mullen (2019)

(2) New Oreo Head F6b+

First route to start in the catchment canal. Direct line
with hard moves in upper half.
F.A. Renée Mullen, Bob Moseley (2018)

(3) Open Project F?

Shares the first two bolts with Morning Walk but
heads straight up the face. Relatively straightforward
to the fourth bolt, then it gets hard. The climb was
originally called Lithosuction (F6b+) but a key hold
came off and the line is now considerably harder.
F.A. Pending

(4) Morning Walk F4

Start by clipping lower two bolts on the face, then
head right following the ramp to the corner and final
moves to anchor. This climb involves a significant
traverse so it’s not a good toprope and difficult to
clean while lowering from the anchor. Best for the
second to follow and clean.
F.A. Renée Mullen, Ron Roy, Bob Moseley (2018)
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(5) Direct Walk F6b

The direct line to Morning Walk. After three bolts on
face below, merge with Morning Walk on ledge and
one more bolt to top.
F.A. Bob Moseley, Renée Mullen (2018)

(6) Firefly F6a

Same start as Flakes of Deception, then head left up
bolt line to anchor.
F.A. Bob Moseley, Renée Mullen (2018)

(7) Flakes of Deception F5

Climbing the obvious features is trickier than first
appearances would suggest...
F.A. Bob Moseley, Renée Mullen (2018)

(8) Crystal F6b+

Climb the quartzite dyke, staying right for the hardest
climbing as the climb gets easier the farther left you
wander onto the lower part of Flakes of Deception.
F.A. Bob Moseley, Renée Mullen (2018)
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Morning Buttress
Morning Buttress is the obvious line of buttresses located just above the Morning Walker’s
Garden Path as it descends back towards Sir Cecil’s Ride, with a large roof split by a wide
crack (e.g. chimney) at its left end. Several small buttresses are also present to the left of this
also. Currently no routes have been recorded but its just a matter of time before someone
bbuys enough big bro’s to protect the chimney or takes a drill to it...

Sir Cecil’s Stump
The Stump is a small buttress located just
beneath Sir Cecil’s Ride, with potential for
a handful of short but interesting climbs.
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Crag developer Bob Moseley atop Parker Arete (F5)
Photo: Stuart Millis
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